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Spinning helicopter blades are deafening. Everything is lit up blue because of the 
pieces of Ultra Lazarus coffee beans shining in the centre of the area. Ryu is trying 
to sit still with crossed legs with his back against a metal door, however he isn’t so 
much shaking, but rather vibrating with an uncontrollable force. A door for the cockpit 
is on his left. Sitting in front of him are two less severely shaking men, wearing what I 
assume to be green-brown camouflaged clothes. Again, they look more blue. For 
belts they have rows of bullets and knives are hanging by their hips. Two machine 
guns and a military uniform are by their sides. Ryu stutters as he talks ‘Those coffee 
beans really are strong aren’t they?’ The soldier on the left replies ‘They sure are. 
How long will it be before I shake as much as you?’ Ryu sighs ‘Not long. Let me just 
get something…’ Ryu shakily retrieves a felt tip pen from his robe pocket. He stands 
up and walks to the same soldier. He then writes ‘number 1’ on his forehead. He 
writes ‘number 2’ on the other soldier and comments ‘there we go.’

Soldier 2 is confused ‘Why did you do that?’ Ryu chuckles as he sits back down 
‘Clarity, my friend.’ Soldier 2 is offended ‘Is that your way of telling us apart? You 
don’t know my name?’ Ryu replies ‘Sure I do. It’s Ken.’ Ken replies ‘Call me Ken, 
then…’ Ryu nods ‘Of course. It’s just I’ve seen two nurses… Oh, never mind.’ Soldier 
1 joins the conversation ‘You do know my name?’ Ryu is quick ‘Biff…’ Soldier 1 sighs 
‘Good. Anyway, put those army clothes on, Ryu.’ Vibrating as hard as ever if not 
more so, the street fighter takes off his robes revealing his underwear (I’m so sorry) 
and several bruises. He then dresses in the combat gear as best he can and sits 
back down. Ken is confident ‘Your prison passes are in your pockets. Getting 
through Sealife Prison security will be a piece of cake. We simply give Henry the 
Sneaky Salmon and his gang the special coffee, we turn them into people once 
more, and we blast through the jail ceiling by jumping through it with the power of 
mega coffee-fuel!’ 

Ryu is impressed ‘A flawless plan. I’ve never met Henry’s best friend who’s supplying 
all that stuff. He must be a really big cheese…’ Ken responds ‘Oh very much so…’ 
Ryu is intrigued ‘What’s he like? And what’s his name, even?’ Ken’s face goes dark 
‘Oh, he’s a very terrifying man. He never shows any kind of emotions other than a 
raging fury.’ Ryu kneels forward in interest ‘And what causes that fury?…’ Ken 
whispers loud enough to be heard ‘He’s very paranoid about people stealing his 
favourite pet gerbil. They call the man… Philip the Angry Gerbil…’ Ryu shakes his 
head ‘No way…’ Ken speaks normally again ‘Yes. Now don’t ask any more about 
him. There are some things you simply don’t want to know.’ Biff speaks ‘It is clear 
how he’s an exceptionally wealthy person, though. This chinook belongs to him and 
he got someone to make it look exactly the same as army choppers so it won’t 
attract attention!’ Ryu is even more curious ‘Where did he get it from??’ Biff replies 
‘No. You know too much.’ Biff and Ken suddenly shake just as hard as Ryu. The 
latter rolls his eyes ‘Just get used to it…’

The two soldiers, guns and beans slide towards Ryu as the helicopter tilts. Then the 
people and items slide to the opposite side. The same actions get repeated. Ryu 
looks up in frustration ‘It’s the power of the beans… They’re penetrated the cockpit 
doors and have had an effect on the pilot…’ Biff is calm ‘We’ll be fine. So what if we 
rock back and forth? A bit of crazy flying never hurt anyone…’ Ryu replies ‘No. If 
Philip is as fearsome as you say he is, he will kill us if we crash his helicopter. We 
must land as soon as is safe to do so. The thing is, we should be flying over the 
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forest right now making landing particularly dangerous…’ Ken stands up and jumps 
up and down as best he can as the whole area continues to sway ‘God dammit, I 
can’t stop jumping… Never mind, I’ll help the pilot.’ He faces the cockpit door. 
Suddenly a loud crashing sound is heard as everything inside the helicopter is flung 
into all directions. More crashes and thuds are felt. Soon enough it’s all over.

The helicopter blades slow to a stop. The three look around in a daze, then find the 
strength to stand as they vibrate more than ever. However, they stand on the 
vehicles side. The door to the outside is above them. Ryu comments ‘Well… we’ve 
crashed. We’re in serious trouble.’ Ken nods ‘We’ll say someone shot it down…’ Ryu 
laughs ‘Are you crazy? Lying to the Gerbil man? Do you any idea how dangerous 
that is? You said it yourself!’ Ken replies ‘It’s our only choice. Anyway, maybe Philip 
will forget about all this when we finally rescue his friend and the others. Now let’s 
get out of here before everything blows up.’ Ryu is concerned ‘What about the pilot? 
Is he ok?’ Biff walks to the cockpit door and knocks on it ‘Hello?…’ There is silence. 
He comments ‘Doesn’t sound fine to me…’ Ryu says ‘Maybe some Ultra Lazarus 
could help him?’ Biff is quick ‘No. We need it for ourselves. Look, just get on our 
mission, it’s what the pilot would have wanted. He wouldn’t want us to check if he’s 
ok and he certainly wouldn’t want us to delay our mission.’ Ken nods. 

Biff jumps up with an unnatural force and flies through the outer door, completely 
smashing it to bits. He rockets to the sky so fast, everything is bluey blur for him. He 
speeds back down and stops in an instant, hovering just a foot above the helicopter 
floor. He then casually lands. Out of the once door, it’s seen that thirty foot high trees 
surround the trio. It’s also sunny! Sound familiar? Anyway, Ryu claps and comments 
to Biff ‘Smashing through the prison will be a piece of cake…’ Biff winks ‘Yes. But 
let’s try and conserve our energy. Let’s not jump like that too much…’  The trio each 
pocket some UL, lighting their trousers up, the soldiers strap their guns to their 
backs, then everyone climbs out of the wreckage. They are now standing on roots, 
leafy plants, etc. as they look at the now in flames chinook. Ryu says ‘Ah. A classic 
case of enemy machine gun fire. Nothing we could do.’ Biff replies ‘Exactly. Maybe if 
the minimum speed for helicopters was over a thousand miles an hour we could 
have flew away from the bullets, but the current speed is 500, so…’ Ken responds 
‘Right. Of course it isn’t PHILIP’S fault for not fixing turbo boosters to the chinook, 
suggesting that would really make him angry, but it is Sexy Moon Bazooka’s fault.’

Ryu’s eyes light up ‘Cool! Right! I think I speak for everyone when I say I have 
enough energy to jump and down to the prison. How’s that sound?’ Biff replies ‘No, 
we need to get there sooner rather than later. Again, we don’t want to get on the bad 
side of the gerbil guy. He’s both angry and impatient. We need some help and I think 
I know who to call…’ Ryu stares blankly ‘Yes?’ Biff replies ‘We need an expert in 
pharmaceuticals, someone who knows how to make the most out of the Ultra 
Lazarus. Someone who knows its benefits and its dangers. Maybe we can use the 
drug to fly all the way to the prison…’ Ryu backs away ‘But its misuse could kill us 
all! You’re not suggesting we eat some of the beans??’ Ryu replies ‘That’s what I’ll 
be finding out.’ Ryu laughs nervously ‘You’re mad! You’re absolutely mad!’ Biff 
retrieves a mobile from his pocket and makes a call ‘Hello? It’s Biff… Uh huh? Look, 
I’m in a very desperate situation and I need to fly to somewhere as fast as possible. 
And I don’t mean in a plane, I mean like Superman…’
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Ryu keeps staring as Biff continues ‘Not possible? That’s where you’re wrong! I’ve 
been around some Ultra Lazarus coffee beans, and… … never mind where I got 
them, the thing is… … look, I said never mind!… Anyway, being around the stuff can 
make me jump really, really high, we all know that much! A very well known urban 
legend that has just been proved. Do you think that if I ate some, I could fly for long 
periods? If so, would that be safe?… … Uh huh?… … Ok. Yes, I do have the jitters. 
Very badly, in fact… Uh huh?… It will be safe if I take just the right dose. And how 
much would that dose be?… As single lick? Wow, Imagine what eating a whole bean 
would do!… Eating a bean could turn a fish into a human? Yes, I know about that. 
Well, thanks for your time, you’ve been - or should I say BEAN - really helpful!… …. 
Uh huh? Bye!’ Biff pockets his phone ‘Right, good news and bad news. Bad news 
first, my bean joke wasn’t funny enough to get a laugh. Good news? One lick of the 
beans can make us all fly to jail!’

Ryu gulps ‘Ok. Here goes nothing…’ Ryu licks the special coffee. Ken and Biff follow. 
The three exclaim in unison ‘(expletive) HELL!’ They shoot up in the sky and fly in all 
sorts of crazy directions. After just a few seconds, the three crash to the ground, 
scattered over about half a kilometre of woodland. Ryu shouts as loud as he can as 
he rubs his knees ‘Hello??? Can you hear me??? Where is everybody???’ Ken is 
just about heard shouting ‘I’m somewhere at least… I’m not doing too good!’ Then 
Biff is heard ‘I’m the same!’ Ryu shouts again ‘Let’s all meet up by the crashed 
chopper!’ Eventually the trio does so. Ryu comments ‘I’ve hadokened a good few 
people in my time, but I’ve never done anything THAT crazy. He vibrates so fast he 
literally becomes a blur. Ken is as concerned as Ken can be ‘Errr… You ok?’ Ryu is 
just about understood ‘I’mmmmm finnnneeeeeeee.’ You guessed it, the two soldiers 
get the very same symptoms. Three lost, desperate and increasingly vibrating 
people in an unbelievably dangerous situation! 

Ryu speaks in the same way as before (use your imagination) ‘I have an idea. I fly to 
the prison with you two hanging on to me. That way we won’t all go in different 
directions. It’s ok, I’ve flown like Superman before!’ Ken is confused ‘Hang on… If 
you can fly like Superman anyway, what was the point of taking that coffee?’ There is 
a long silence. Then Ryu shouts like he’s never shouted before. It’s a particularly bad 
swearword. Biff replies ‘You really are a moron aren’t you, Ryu?’ Ryu pulls himself 
together ‘Look, just lie on the ground and grab my feet. Ken, grab Biff’s feet. The two 
soldiers do so. Ryu is confident ‘Right, here goes nothing. If we all die in the process, 
do you have any last words?’ Biff is thoughtful ‘Ummm… Maybe sorry pilot. You 
might have been ok.’ Ken says ‘That was very thoughtful of you. I however am still 
annoyed at Ryu, so my potential last word are…’ Ryu interrupts ‘Right that’s it, let’s 
go!’ Ken shouts ‘But my last words! You said…’

Ryu puts his left fist out in front of him on the dirt (ah a fellow leftie) and speaks as 
best he can ‘Coffee power activate…’ Rushing winds are heard, but times one 
hundred. Everything fades from a pleasing greenish, brownish blue, to pure blue, to 
a sinister black. All of a sudden, everyone comes to a stop and stars are all around. 
The Earth is below. Everything is silent. Ken is puzzled as he hangs ‘Are we in space 
now?’ Ryu replies ‘You know what? I think we are. That’s some strong coffee with 
some damn fine powers… We should be expanding and then exploding… We 
shouldn’t be able to hear each other, either… I’ve never heard of any drink that could 
do this before…’ Biff says ‘This is nice and all, but I think we should go back to 
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Earth.’ Ryu is at peace ‘Come on. This really is a once in a lifetime experience. I 
think we should HANG around here for a while…’ Biff replies ‘This is nice, but Philip 
the Angry Gerbil’s burning fury will most definitely NOT be nice and we need to do or 
mission ASAP.’

Ryu grinds his teeth ‘Fine! We’ll all go back to Earth and help some demented fish 
instead of float around here, doing something only a handful of people have ever 
done. No scratch that, what NO ONE has ever done. Sure astronauts have visited 
space, but not like us. I mean…’ Ken interrupts ‘For the love of God Phil will find you 
and feed you to his gerbils TOMORROW if you don’t shut the flip up! Now go back to 
Earth!!!!’ Ryu is clearly fed up ‘God… Oh. There’s one thing I forgot to tell you. I 
kinda told Sexy Moon Bazooka that I was going to free Henry and co. with that Ultra 
Lazarus stuff, so there will probably be beefed up security we have to get through. It 
will probably be best if we keep as low a profile as possible…’ Biff goes red ‘Why in 
God’s name did you do that???’ Ryu replies ‘To annoy him. Relax! We have our 
passes don’t we? Getting through security will still be no problem whatsoever!’

A soldier carrying a machine gun walks up a dirt path. A huge concrete wall with 
razor wire on top of it is on his left and far away in front of him, on his right is a two 
storey concrete building with a number of small windows. A dozen or so apache 
helicopters hover above him. Sirens are heard blasting out at full volume and a man 
on a speaker system is heard saying ‘Alert, alert! There is a huge risk to this prison’s 
security! Everyone on red alert, right now! Keep your eyes open and never let your 
guard down!’ The soldier looks up to see what almost looks like a blue-glowing 
Superman with someone holding onto his feet and someone holding onto that guy’s 
feet… No. Can’t be… The speeds… They’re not possible. Not even fighter jets can 
go that fast… He continues with his walking as the speaker system says ‘Be on the 
lookout for Ryu from Street Fighter! If you don’t know what he looks like, a member 
of staff will show you the game on a prisoner’s Super Nintendo! Yes this prison has 
been fortified in the last few days, but clearly not enough!’ The guard comments 
‘What the hell is going on?’ And rightly so. 


